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                                                  Bradnor   &   The Rushock  Hills                         Wapeley Hill & 

 ‘Elsdon’.       ‘Lynhales’             I  <- Lyonshall Village -> I                       ‘Cotmore’              Hill Fort.

 
   The view over Lyonshall Village & looking West from ‘Cold Heart’ towards Wales.  21 Jun 2018. 

 

”How did it get so late so soon?” 

(‘Dr Seuss’ 1904-91.) 

Half the year gone and I’m still planning what I ought to be implementing ! My only 

consolation is that I can now take a pragmatic view of my To Do list and cross off completely 

those jobs which should have been done in Spring, without feeling the need to add on the 

jobs for Autumn and Winter. And yet, curiously, the list doesn’t get any shorter... 

Birds, mammals, reptiles, even plants all have serious reasons for delayed activity – the 

weather is too bad for the migrant birds to fly, there isn’t enough food around to rear young 

etc. etc.  Procrastination, however, seems to be exclusively a human characteristic and is 

generally regarded as a personality fault (if not actually a downright sin). And yet, again, it 

can contribute enormously to a sense of well-being, especially if you live in the country and 

spend the “wasted” time just listening to the cooing of woodpigeons, watching the rabbits at 

play, identifying a butterfly or counting the daisies. So perhaps I’ll put “Procrastinate” on my 

To Do list! 

The month in general 

 

“What is one to say about June, the time of perfect young summer, the fulfilment of the 

promise of the earlier months, and with as yet no sign to remind one that its fresh young 

beauty will ever fade?” 

(Gertrude Jekyll 1843-1932.  ‘Gardener’, artist & writer.) 

 

And I’m sure Gertrude Jekyll would have been thrilled by the outburst of flowers, particularly 

the roses, this month. While some plants – both wild and garden – seem to have 

disappeared following the hard winter, others seem to have felt the need to compensate us! 

Foxgloves, for another example, are springing up “all over the place” and the honeysuckle is 

rampant. 

But whereas the flora is abundant, the fauna seems less apparent. Of course, the weather 

may be a contributory factor. “Phew, what a scorcher!” I think all the Lyonshall livestock 

from the humans downwards must have been stupefied by the heat because whereas the 

first two weeks of June were busy, the latter two weeks were quiet from mid-morning to 

nightfall. In the garden there was little movement and not much sound except for the 

croaking of Crows whom I watched through half-closed eyes, trying to work out what the 

fuss was all about.  

 



In the wider parish, none of the natural hazards of a hot, dry summer such as wildfires have 

been reported to date, although dried-up rivers with consequent impact on fish and 

amphibians are perilously close.  Meanwhile DEFRA has announced nothing relevant to 

Lyonshall, nor has Herefordshire County Council (although it will be useful to see what the 

latest NDP proposes – note the various “opportunities to view”). In short, to avail myself of 

yet another quotation: 

“June falls asleep upon her bier of flowers” 

(Lucy Larcom 1824-91.  American Teacher, Poet & Writer.) 

Flora 

 

Trees and Shrubs 

It is heartening to report that several fine trees in the parish have been registered with The 

Woodland Trust (verified by the Trust’s own independent experts) as part of their Ancient 

Tree Inventory which aims to record “Ancient, Veteran and Notable Trees” throughout the 

UK, as part of a long-term scheme for their care and protection. The Trust points out that 

these “special” trees are of both cultural and ecological significance and that the UK has “a 

phenomenal number” of them by comparison with the rest of Europe (not to be confused 

with our far smaller acreage of forest). “Ancient” trees are in the final stages of life and, 

depending on species, may be 1000 years or more old; “Veteran”  trees are similar but, 

obviously, not so old; “Notable”  trees are mature and locally distinctive. Lyonshall has trees 

in each category and there are probably others which The Woodland Trust does not yet 

know about. (For example, not one has yet been recorded in the “Areas of Ancient 

Woodland” which are shown on the Herefordshire County Council maps that are being used 

for reference in the drawing up of the Lyonshall Neighbourhood Development Plan {NDP}.) 

 We tend to take trees for granted. We may notice stands of unusual imported trees such as 

the Red Cedars and Sequoias planted in the 1870s along the drive to Lynhales and beside 

the old railway station platform, but we forget that, especially in areas of former ‘Parkland’, 

there are old and magnificent specimens of native and common trees such as the “Broad or 

Fishpool Oak” (a “veteran” referenced on maps and landholding documents from before 

1759), the Sycamore in the cider orchard and several substantial Ash trees currently still 

standing despite ‘Ash dieback disease’. Some of the Lyonshall trees are shown here: 

 

                   
            'Sycamore'.                     ‘Douglas Fir’.              “Serotina” Poplar.                       ‘Ash’.                     

       

         “The Broad Oak”.           “Wellingtonia”.   ‘Scots Pine & Copper Beech’. ‘Sequoia’ & ‘Deodar’. 

                                      



 

Please get in touch with The Woodland Trust [ www.woodlandtrust.org.uk ‘Ancient Tree 

Inventory’ ] to find out whether your “special” trees have been, or could be, registered and 

let us know the outcome for subsequent editions of the Diary.  They will verify each entry. 

 

I have nothing new to report from the world of shrubs except that the common hedging 

plants grow at an astonishing rate during June! The excuse of “nesting Blackbirds” was 

enough to prevent me from doing more than tinkering with a pair of secateurs alongside our 

footpath and I plan to maintain that stance until September and all the chicks have fledged! 

 

Smaller Plants 

I received far fewer wildflower photos in June than in previous months, maybe because more 

plants came into flower in May and others came and went so quickly under the June sun that 

we barely had time to register them before they were gone.  I plead guilty to failing to 

photograph Figwort and Purple Toadflax, to name but two. Also to failing to photograph the 

Silverweed in the orchard which is a poor shrivelled thing in the baked and breaking earth, 

barely recognisable as the pretty yellow-and-silver plant of previous years. I am, however, 

grateful for this lovely picture of Ragged Robin (or ‘Crow Flower’ Lychnis flos-cuculi ) taken 

near Pembridge. I hope we have more showing in the meadows of Lyonshall where it should 

flourish. It was common when I was a child but I haven’t noticed it myself for several years. 

 

 
 ‘Ragged Robin’ or “Crow Flower” © Tony N. 

 

On “invasive species” matters, volunteers in the ‘Go Wild in the Curl’ group continue to 

uproot Himalayan Balsam from the Curl Brook’s banks and would no doubt welcome any 

extra pairs of hands available. I also notice that there is to be a toughening-up of the law on 

Japanese Knotweed  so that homeowners/landowners will be able to sue any neighbour who 

fails to dispose of it efficiently.  I don’t think this is a problem in Lyonshall at the moment 

but “keep your eyes peeled” – we don’t want Lyonshall to feature in the start of a civil war! 

 

Fungi, Moss and Lichens 

APOLOGY. 

In May we wrongly identified a fungus as the “Yellow Stainer  “  which is TOXIC.  Subsequent 

consultation with a proper ‘expert’ showed that it was in fact a “Yellow Fieldcap ”  [Inedible].  

 
May we recommend that you consult:  www. john@mushroomdiary.co.uk  

 

http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/
mailto:john@mushroomdiary.co.uk


June brought us a few of the well-known and “ordinary” fungi, but not in any profusion. 

However it also brought two fungi we haven’t seen previously which, apart from the fact that 

they are both white, couldn’t be more different!  

• The first of these was a little pure white cap mushroom, the “Collared Parachute” 

(Marasmius rotula), commonly known as the ‘Tiny Trooper’, which grows at ground 

level in woodland on dead wood including buried wood. The reason for the 

“parachute” name is obvious from the shape of the cap which is rarely much more 

than a centimetre in diameter – its size can be gauged from the blades of grass 

surrounding it on the photo! The second photo shows its unusual underside whereby 

the gills, also white, are widely spaced in an arrangement detached from the slender 

stalk. This was seen early in the month. It is comparatively rare and too small to be 

worth eating by anything but Slugs and Snails! 

 

        
                                                         ‘Collared Parachute'    ©            Sarah C. 

• The second fungus was ‘later’ and ‘larger’ – a white Bracket Fungus with a yellow-

beige underside (so far as I could tell from a distance because it was on privately 

owned land), each bracket was around 30 cm across and perhaps 5 to 8 centimetres 

thick. It was/is at the base of the trunk of a Yew tree (or rather what is left of the tree 

after some drastic but presumably necessary “pollarding”). It MAY be another version 

of the “Dryad’s Saddle” (Polyporus squamosus) which has appeared in other places in 

Lyonshall from time to time, but the colour and upper surface seem wrong – too 

white, too smooth and slightly ribbed. Also the host tree is not typical. We are 

hoping for local suggestions but we await a definitive answer from Mushroomdiary. 

 

     
Is this the ‘coniferous tree - killing’  “Dyers Polypore”  fungus? 

 

The lichens and mosses and algae remain unchanged from ‘The Spring’. The Lichens 

particularly are so difficult to identify that we have decided to  pay a very modest 

subscription to the British Lichen Society to help us identify them in the future!  

 

 

 

 



Fauna 

 

Mammals 

A reader tells me that I’m wrong about the Rabbits! He assures me that they are plentiful, so 

I must have been looking in the wrong place at the wrong time. A large male Rabbit picks 

his way across the Bulrushes to the island in the medieval Upper Fishpool sometimes in the 

early morning and certainly at dawn and dusk several Rabbits can be seen playing in our 

next door neighbour’s garden; but during the heat of the day they presumably retire to their 

burrows for a quiet snooze. The Grey Squirrels, likewise, have opted for a siesta. Otherwise, 

excluding rats, the only reported mammal sightings have been one dead Mole and plenty of 

molehills – no Badgers, Foxes, Polecats, Field Voles or any of the other species last seen in 

2017. This is disappointing – “Where are the deer of yester year”? – but hopefully this just 

represents a weather-related glitch. I know our dog doesn’t like to stray too far from her 

water bowl and the ‘Upper Fishpool Meadow’ puddles have dried up for the first time in 

many years. Can anyone with a handy lake or pond in The Parish advise us? 

 

STOP PRESS:– Solitary deer seen near The Upper Fishpool in early July; more in July issue! 

 

Birds 

Thank goodness some of our contributors are well-equipped and well-organised with nest-

box cameras! We therefore have two more beautiful pictures of chicks – one of Blue Tits & 

one of Pied Flycatchers. I think this is the first time the latter have been ‘recorded’ in The 

Parish although that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s the first time they’ve been seen!  

 

      
‘Blue Tit’ & ‘Pied Flycatcher’  hatchlings © Sarah C.  

 

Other bird sightings have included Siskins and assorted tits and finches, both adult and 

fledglings – Chaffinches seem particularly plentiful this year. Nuthatches and Great Spotted 

Woodpeckers continue to visit the bird feeders, especially the ones containing peanuts – 

how do they know that they are there? How far will a Woodpecker travel for a peanut? I see 

their very distinctive wave-like flight as they leave the feeder but not where they end up, 

although they always go in the same direction... 

There are plenty of Sparrows, Dunnocks, Robins and Wrens around too, although some 

(perhaps several) have fallen prey to the larger predators such as the Sparrowhawks who are 

still seen in Lyonshall occasionally. “Our” Red Kite has been circling over the local meadows 

and Buzzards have been screaming over the orchards, sometimes being harried by Crows 

and sometimes chasing one another – a parent bird driving a newly-adult young to find its 

own territory (a message for some humans there?  ☺ ).  Most haunting was the sight of a 

Tawny Owl flying silently, almost lazily, among the shadows of the trees along the old 

railway track-bed in the middle of a bright afternoon. After a hundred yards or so he turned 

and flew back a short way to perch in a Sycamore; I’m sure that he was “casing the joint” for 

mice and voles but he seems to have opted for a larger meal as a pile of Woodpigeon 

feathers were found in the same area on the following day. “Nature - red in tooth and claw !” 

 



I note concern in ‘the media’ that some garden birds may be dying through lack of 

accessible water so the provision of bird baths or shallow pools is recommended. 

 

Insects and Invertebrates 

June began with the discovery of some insect eggs on the back of a Virginia Creeper leaf. 

These have now been identified as the eggs of one of the Hawk Moths, possibly – guess 

what! – the ‘Virginia Creeper Hawk Moth’, known in North America as the Virginia Creeper 

‘Sphinx’ Moth ( family Sphingidae ), but it is more likely another member of the family, the 

‘Poplar Hawk Moth’ ( Laothoe populi ). Unfortunately neither the caterpillars nor the adult 

moths have been seen to verify which. 

 

                  
                                                                                 ‘Hawk Moth’ eggs       &    ‘Poplar Hawk Moth’  @  Lyonshall. 

Some other adult moths have been seen – a ‘Yellow Shell Moth’ (Camptogramma bilineata) 

which is found in meadows and hedgerows and whose caterpillars feed on Goose-grass, 

Chickweed and Docks, all of which have been plentiful this year, and ‘Small Magpie Moth’ 

(anania hortulata) which obligingly sat on my office window for two or three days , moving 

around only enough for me to tell that it was alive and enabling me to photograph both its 

top and its underside.  Its main food-plant is the Nettle which is also in abundance this year. 

 

                                
       
'Yellow Shell Moth' © Tony N.               ‘Small Magpie Moth’ [underside].                ‘Speckled Wood Butterfly’. 

Butterflies have been few and far between this year (apart from the ‘Orange Tips’ recorded 

earlier). There are still a number of ‘Small Whites’ and ‘Speckled Woods’ around, the 

occasional ‘Red Admiral’ or ‘Painted Lady’, and later in the month I noted a solitary 

‘Gatekeeper’, but I have no photographs of some of these so I will hope for more next 

month. There are general reports of a decline in the butterfly population (as there has been 

for a number of years) but I would like to think Lyonshall retains enough uncultivated land - 

and gardens filled with English flowers - to have a good share of the surviving species. 

Just as lovely as the butterflies, to my mind, are the Dragonflies and their kin the Damselfly. 

I was pleased to receive this photo of a female Beautiful Demoiselle damselfly (Calopteryx 

virgo), taken on the banks of The Curl Brook early in the month of June.  

 

 



 
The ‘Beautiful Demoiselle ’ © Sarah C. 

 

As you can see she is an elegant green with brown wings but the males are even more 

handsome – a brilliant metallic blue – which they use to good effect by perching on a leaf 

near a selected potential egg-laying position and fluttering their wings until a female comes 

along and finds them attractive!  What a lazy way to conduct a courtship! Apparently, if 

that’s not enough to secure the female’s attention the males will sometimes hurl themselves 

into the water, in a display of “derring-do” but not a suicide attempt.  They survive! 

 

Some insects are more welcome than others! Below is the Bracken Chafer or ‘June Bug ’ 

(Phyllopertha horticola) beetle, photographed on the bracken near The Curl Brook. It is a 

handsome little thing but nonetheless hated for the damage it causes – the adults: to 

various plants and to the apples in the orchards, the grubs: to lawns and sports fields – 

except among trout fishermen for whom it’s a valuable “wet fly”. (It is particularly common 

and useful in “the Celtic fringes” [“The Welsh Marches”] of the UK, hence the Welsh name 

“Cock-y-Bon-Ddu” (variously spelled), so its presence in Lyonshall Parish is no surprise). It 

is difficult to control despite its precise life-cycle, whereby it emerges from the pupa at the 

end of May and “hangs around” for several days before the wing-cases harden and assume 

the colouring shown here. Then the Chafers fly “between 10.00 a.m. and 12.00 a.m.” on 

sunny days until mid-June, by which time they will have mated and the eggs will have been 

deposited in lawns or similar grass. And that’s the end for their generation! What a shame !! 

 

 
 Bracken or ‘Cock’ Chafer © Tony N. 

 

And then, of course, we have the usual range of ants, gnats, midges and Horseflies – none 

in noteworthy numbers - so far - this year. 

 

Fish, reptiles and amphibians 

No reports of fish, reptiles or amphibians were received in June. The hot dry weather will 

have affected the fish and amphibians and it is still, I think, early in the year for lizards, 

which are not particularly plentiful on our clay-based soil at any time. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

This June has been a ‘rare’ month.  It started after a poor, wet, May and then it became the 

“hottest” month that we can remember since the 1950s.  Storm “Hector ”  passed Lyonshall 

by with no effect at all and then it remained ‘dry’ and sunny for days and weeks on end.  We 

had an unusual “heat wave” at the end of June!  The highest temperatures recorded in 

Lyonshall Village were 40.1c in the sun and 28c in the shade on the 26th June 2018.  

Fortunately we are served by “Welsh Water plc” so we have survived a “hosepipe ban”” so far! 

 

Natural History in Lyonshall in 2018 

As you all know, my plan was to compare the various sightings in Lyonshall this year with 

those recorded last year and those logged originally in 2011 - with the aid of professional 

ecologists.  I still intend to do so but am beginning to think the results may be skewed by 

the extreme weather conditions in 2018. Both 2011 and 2017 were “typically English” 

weather-wise, with mild wet Springs and Winters and temperate Summers and Autumns. 

The recorded sightings may reflect this. Maybe we will need to see what 2019 is like and 

whether some of our ‘lost’ or misplaced plants and animals re-appear. Whatever the 

outcome of this comparison, ‘The Parish of Lyonshall’ has an impressive natural history 

pedigree and I hope we can retain it. Please let me know of anything you see or hear about 

Lyonshall’s wildlife, however trivial it may seem – it all adds to the general picture and:    

“The Grand Quality of Our Lives”. 

 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

 

LOOK OUT FOR THE TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE ON THE 27th OF JULY! 

mailto:jcvqa@btinternet.com

